
#25 ODU vs. Bucknell 
Location: Norfolk, Va. 
Venue: Ted Constant Convocation Center 
Attendance: 211 
All Rankings are from InterMat 

FINAL SCORE: 
#25 ODU defeats Bucknell, 19-16 

125: #7 James Nicholson (ODU) fall Derrik Russell (Bucknell), 2:11 
133:#17 Dave Marble (Bucknell) win by decision Justin LaValle (ODU), 6-2 
141: Craig Wilson (ODU) win by decision John Regan (Bucknell), 3-2 
149: #7 Kevin LeValley (Bucknell) win by major decision Cam Watkins (ODU), 9-0 
157: Brantley Hooks (Bucknell) win by decision Joey Sheridan (ODU), 8-4 
165: #14 Chris Brown (ODU) win by major decision Corey Lear (Bucknell), 11-3 
174: #17 Shane Riccio (Bucknell) win by decision Eric Decker (ODU), 2-1 
184: Joe Budi (ODU) win by decision Rob Waltko (Bucknell), 10-6 
197: #15 Jesse Strawn (ODU) win by decision Jay Hahn (Bucknell), 7-2 
HWT: Joe McMullan (Bucknell) win by decision Grant Chapman (ODU), 6-2 
 
Notes 

125: Nicholson takedown 15 seconds in (2-0)…3 back points for Nicholson (5-0)…pin at 2:11 
133: LaValle takedown with 45 seconds left in 1st period (2-0)…escape Marble with 15 seconds 
to go in first…Marble chose down and escaped in 10 seconds (2-2)…LaValle chose down to start 
third and Marble got 3 back points just 30 seconds in (5-2)…1 point added for marble for over a 
minute of riding time. 
141: Scoreless first…Regan chose down and escaped 10 seconds in to go up 1-0…Wilson 
takedown with just under a minute remaining in 2nd period (2-1)…Regan immediately escaped 
to tie match going into final stanza…Wilson chooses down and escaped in eight seconds to 
regain the lead, 3-2, which was the final score. 
149: Scoreless first…LeValley choose down and escaped 15 seconds in…LeValley then recorded 
a takedown 10 seconds later to go up 3-0…Watkins choose neutral to start the third and was 
taken down 15 seconds in (5-0)…LeValley was awarded with 3 backpoints with just under 10 
seconds remaining (8-0)…final score 9-0 with 3:17 of riding time. 
157: Hooks takedown with 30 seconds remaining in first (2-0)…Sheridan choose down to start 
second and escaped seven seconds in (2-1)…Sheridan takedown 13 seconds later gave him 3-2 
lead…Hooks reverses 15 seconds later to regain lead (4-3) and holds onto the advantage the 
remainder of the period…Hooks starts down and escapes just five seconds into the third period 



(5-3)…Hooks takedown at the 1:14 mark (7-3)…Sheridan escapes immediately (7-4)…Hooks wins 
8-4 with 1:43 riding time. 
165: Brown takedown with 34 seconds left in first period…Brown chooses down to start second 
and reverses 35 seconds in (4-0)…Lear escapes (4-1)…Brown takedown 15 seconds later puts 
him up 6-1…Brown lets Lear up immediately (6-2)…Brown records a takedown just 15 seconds 
later (8-2)…Brown lets Lear escape (8-3)…Brown posts a takedown with 20 seconds to go get 
the major decision…1:26 riding time makes final 11-3. 
174: Scoreless first period…Riccio chooses down to start second and escapes 12 seconds in (1-
0)…Decker chooses down to start third and Riccio holds the advantage for 1:40 before Decker 
escaped (1-1)…1:25 riding time gives Riccio the win. 
184: Budi takedown 10 seconds in…Waltko called for stalling (3-0)…Three backpoints with 
under 10 seconds remaining in first (6-0)…Waltko takedown 10 seconds in, Budi immediately 
escapes (7-2)…Waltko takedown 1:12 into second period, Budi escapes (8-4)…Budi chooses 
down to start third and escapes (9-4)…Waltko gets a late takedown but 2:27 of riding time gives 
Budi the 10-6 decision. 
197: Strawn takedown 55 seconds in gives him a 2-0 lead...Hahn choose down to start the 
second and Strawn held the advantage for 1:44 until Hahn escaped (2-1)…Stawn started down 
to begin the third and get a reversal 30 seconds in (4-1)…Hanh escaped immediately (4-
2)…Strawn got a takedown with 15 seconds to go and 2:39 of riding time gave him a 7-2 
decision. 
285: Scoreless first period…McMullan choose down to start the second period and escaped 14 
seconds in (1-0)…McMullan takedown with 19 seconds remaining in second period (3-
0)…Chapman started down to begin the third period and scored a reversal midway through the 
stanza (3-2)…McMullan escaped immediately (4-2) and posted a late takedown to win 6-2. 
 

 


